
DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 3 – 14
TH

 APRIL 

Round 3 of the Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship got underway in the afternoon with the 

International drivers and some excellent driving conditions. 

INTERNATIONAL  

JUNIOR 

Heat 1 

Stephen Netting held pole position 

to begin the first heat of the 

afternoon.  The heat was very close 

on the opening lap as Dan Bull and 

Jamil Said moved past Stephen to 

take first and second.  Alex Churchill 

was trying to get past Stephen to 

drop him out of third place, when 

Owen Pearce caught them off guard 

and sped past to claim the position for his own.  There was a lot of bumping and contact changing 

hands in this heat with Mathias and Tyler Parslow receiving bumping warning boards on their 

opening few laps.  Dan Bull and Jamil still held strong out in front, with Owen Pearce close on their 

tail – it looked to be a three horse race.  Alex Churchill received a black flag for excessive bumping 

and gaining advantage from contact.  After 

the race began to spread it was a solid win 

for Dan with a fastest time of 1.09.430, 

followed by Jamil in second and Owen 

third – both within 0.7 seconds of the 

leader. 

Heat 2 

Diego Lopez and James Ives started out in 

front of this heat.  Tyler Parslow moved up 

from sixth to fourth at turn 4 on the 



ope i g lap.  Ja il ould ’t fi d his li e at tur  6 a d left spa e for a group to pass hi  a d dropped 

down to 8
th

 position.  Tyler took James Mottram over the start line going into their fourth lap, but 

then James got the edge on him going into turn 2 and regained third place.  James Ives was leading 

until he fell away on the fifth lap – dropping to fourth.  Owen Pearce gained 2 places over the last 

section of the track on the fifth lap to move into fourth.  James Mottram held the lead with the heat 

drawing to a close, Owen and Dan Bull backed him up.  Dan had a strong heat moving from 7
th

 into 

third with some silky driving skills.  The heat ended with Owen Pearce in first, Tyler second and 

Mathias third.  Brandon span at turn 10 on his last lap, finishing toward the back. 

Heat 3 

Tyler, Brandon and Owen led the way as Alex Churchill moved past Mathias to gain fourth on the 

opening section of the circuit.  Mathias then came back and moved through the inside of Alex at turn 

9 to regain position.  Owen Pearce moved into third place on his 3
rd

 lap as Tyler ran wide, at that 

point moving into the fourth lap there was less than 0.01 seconds separating them.  James Ives 

forced his way up two places into fifth through the inside on turn 5.  Jamil came in first, Tyler second 

and Mathias third. 

Final 

Mathias received a black flag for advantage by contact at turn 4 on his second lap and came in on 

the third lap to receive his penalty resulting in a drop down the grid to last place.  Dan took first 

place from Owen around turn 6 on the first lap, and then scrapped for the rest of the lap but 

eventually Dan looked to have found some rhythm and grip.  Jamil Said was in third position and 

being tracked by a determined James Ives only half a second back in fourth place after 3 laps.  Jamil 

and James were still at it 2 laps on and having a really tight battle out there, until the fifth lap when 

Jamil slipped up and allowed James and Alex Churchill through as he dropped down to fifth position.  

So Dan, Owen and James lead the way but Dan looked to be too far in front with almost a 6 second 

gap.  It finished with Dan Bull in first as he came in with a massive lead of over 15 seconds and an 

impressive day of racing, followed by Owen Pearce in second and James Ives in third. 

 



SENIOR 

LIGHT  

Heat 1 

Charlie Fenton made the first move in this heat as he took 6
th

 place around turn 5 moving up 2 

positions.  Harry Law moved past Tom Harbottle on the first lap to take first place with his lap time 

over a second quicker than his closest challenger.  Vaughan Roberts made a move on Charlie Fenton 

around turn 6 on the third lap to climb into 6
th

 

position.  Matt Cooley moved past Sebastian 

Francois on the fourth lap with some smooth 

driving that earned him fourth position at this 

point.  Robert Greenhough span out at turn 

10 causing Sam Barclay to get caught up with 

him and lost them both valuable time.  Going 

into the last lap it left Harry out in front, Tom 

Harbottle 3.4 seconds back in second and 

George Wilson a further 3 seconds back in 

third place.  It finished this way. 

Heat 2 

Sebastian moved up into fourth during the opening section, but then lost it to drop into fifth around 

turn 5.  Tom Harbottle started at the back but slid past Emilio and Vaughan to gain two positions.  

Charlie and Alexandru lead the way, with Dayto a’s ow  Be  Tur er hot o  their heels.  Se astia  

and Sam lead the middle group who were battling for position on every turn.   Charlie came in first 

with Alexandru second and Ben Turner third. 

Heat 3 

Tom Harbottle gained 2 positions going round turn 6 to push him up into eighth position.  Sam 

Barclay dropped from seventh to thirteenth on the opening lap.  Alexandru Damien went defensive 

trying to hold position across the line and 

into turn 1, resulting in him spinning out and 

loosing position.  On the third lap George 

and Emilio were getting very close and 

Emilio was struggling to keep him at bay, 

eventually George moved past on the inside 

of turn 9 and began to power ahead into the 

lead.  Vaughan began to join the party and 

the top three drivers were separated by less 

than 0.8 seconds.  It finished in this order 



after a very compact race. 

Final 

Vaughan ran wide around turn 5 and Tom Harbottle took fifth position from him.  Emilio, Tom and 

Harry were having a good battle, chopping and changing.  Tom tried to take first place from George 

at tur  8 ut did ’t ake it sti k a d issed his first ha e.  He the  got the ra i g li e through 
turn 11 and into turn 1 managing to move into first position and begin to create some space.  Emilio 

and Harry once again exchanged positions on their fifth and sixth laps, Emilio lost out then came 

back in the bottom section of the track every time.  Harry then took Emilio on turn 11 and moved 

into third place, all the fighting leaving them open to attack from other drivers.  Tom Harbottle won 

by an impressive 8 second margin, followed by George second and Harry Third – a repeat podium 

from round 4. 

 

HEAVY 

Heat 1 

Jaime span out at turn 4 on the 

opening lap.  Stuart Shearman 

powered past 2 drivers going 

through turn 10 on the first lap.  

Stuart then went on to take third 

place going round the inside of turn 

6 on his fourth lap.  Jaime Trivino 

was clearly in need of some more 

practice as he propped everyone up 

from the back of the grid.  Wayne and Paul were separated by around half a second at the front of 

the field, with over 3 seconds between them and Stuart in third place.  This was a fairly steady heat 

with not many racing incidents.  Wayne took first place followed by Paul and Stuart in second and 

third. 



Heat 2 

Paul Hakin and Gary Mills were chopping and changing positions on the opening few laps from fifth 

and sixth places.  Jaime Trivino held his position at the front doing considerably better than his 

previous heat.  Stuart was still very closely following him and finished with a gap of 0.311 seconds as 

Jaime took the win, Asad came in 

behind them in third place. 

Heat 3 

Luke Plummer, Gary Mills and Stuart 

Shearman showed the way as Gary took 

first place on the opening lap through 

turn 2.  Stuart Shearman then moved 

past Luke to gain second place on the 

second lap.  Stuart went through turn 7 

and into 8 level pegging with Gary, until 

he got the racing line coming out of turn 8 and nudged past on the back straight.  Stuart Shearman 

showed his experience to create a sizeable lead, it then finished with Gary and Paul in second and 

third as they moved into the final. 

Final 

The heavy drivers got underway with Stuart out in front on the opening few laps.  Coming into the 

third lap Asad made a brave move through the inside of turn 9 to get past Paul and take third place, 

he was looking strong at this point and was making some good time with his aggressive driving style.  

Asad then went on and moved past Wayne into second place on the bottom section of the track.  

Stuart was going well out i  fro t a d Asad ould ’t at h hi  i  ti e.  This left Stuart Shearman to 

take first with Asad in second position and Wayne followed in third. 

 


